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96 Old Toombul Road, Northgate, Brisbane, Queensland, 4013 
 

Phone: (07) 3266 8133 

Web: www.mickmotors.com.au 

 

Mick Motors was established in 1968 as a VW specific mechanical 
workshop.  Decades of sourcing parts and repairing classic VW's both in the 
workshop and maintaining and repairing our own VW's has given the Mick 
Motors team over 75 years of combined VW experience!  Experience that we 
are keen to share with you. 

We are now Australia's largest classic VW parts importer.  We source parts 
from all over the world and we are always looking for new items to add to 
our stock.  We currently have over 9500 stock lines available to you to 
purchase.... but if we don't have the part you need please let us know.  
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Now, as QLD club president, I have the 

privilege to serve, give back to, the 

sport that has given me such a 

fantastic experience over the last 

decade.  I look back to those early 

days to seek inspiration  from my 

memories, the actions of presidents 

prior and our long serving members. I 

ask myself, how do we build our club 

and ensure those same or better 

experiences for our members today?  

There is no question that our 

category, here and interstate, is under 

increasing competition from other  

activities or interest for both current 

and new member participation. We 

recently held round one at Morgan 

Park and the amount of categories 

that were at the meeting was mind 

boggling. Around 180 cars across 10 

categories participating in the 

weekend, form Karts to super-cars. 

Beyond the track we have Jet skis, 

motorcycles, internet gaming, even 

golf (and so on) all competing for 

precious membership and or 

participation. No doubt that things 

have changed from 2010 noting we 

are now staring down the barrel of 

2020. 

I can share that our, and the other 

state committees,  spend a lot of time 

thinking about this, how do we 

compete, cut above the noise, grab 

and hold the interest of the next 

generation, keep our sport relevant, 

strong and accessible for the people 

that come after us, or even today.  

When I joined that decade ago, I 

count myself extremely fortunate, our 

QLD membership was 40 strong, 

getting a position on the committee 

was harder than running in a US 

presential election and each race 

meeting, without fail, you could smell 

the club BBQ cooking snags three 

miles away (heaven help you if Ted 

came knocking for BBQ money and 

you had none).  

 

 

 

I have to give my gratitude and thanks 

not only to my fellow QLD committee 

members, prior committees and 

presidents, but also volunteers and 

committee members in each state 

around this country of ours.  All of 

these individuals volunteering 

considerable amounts their time and 

passion for the betterment and day to 

day operations of our sport. Without 

them, we would have no races to 

attend and heaven forbid, I may have 

ended up in a Formula Ford.   

If you are as passionate about our 

category as I am and you enjoy the 

experience Formula Vee provides, at 

your next meeting, if you see a  

volunteer or committee member, do 

me a favour, reach out, thank them for 

their efforts. Even go one step further, 

roll up your sleeves and get involved 

with your club, lets make sure we keep 

Formula Vee strong today and the 

future.  

 

And so, we have another edition of 

Trackside, what and issue it is!! We 

have the first part of our two part 

series on cornering as well as a great 

acritical on getting into the sport.  As 

always, the results from the last round 

of FVAQ racing not to be missed.   

We hope you enjoy the read 

Take Care, Drive Safe and see you 

Trackside 

 

Brady Nicholls 

FVAQ President  

I bought my first Formula vee almost 

10 years ago, it was an old 1200 Elfin 

copy painted white and purple, I still 

remember it clearly and fondly.  Funny 

thing was, I actual showed up at the 

track that day to look at and talk to 

the Formula ford club. To my surprise 

(or as luck should have it) I spent the 

day with the QLD Formula Vee club 

instead. Talking with the drivers, 

spending time with their families over 

a BBQ and watching the ever so close 

racing, I was sold there and then. I 

bought that purple and white 1200 

that afternoon with the help of some 

new friends from the FVAQ.  

I look back at those first few years in 

Formula Vee with the fondest 

memories. The camaraderie amongst 

drivers, the willingness to help each 

other out when in trouble, the 

friendships and rivalries that formed. 

Today, some of those faces have sadly 

vanished from our sport for one 

reason or another, new faces have 

come along, the one constant in all my 

years is the sprit and friendships 

among drivers and that fierce 

competition on the track. 
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QDRC Round two – Queensland Raceway  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Race 1 saw the wet weather close in as forecast just 

prior to the start making for a full wet track. QR was the 

venue for round 2 FVAQ State Series.  Alex Hedemann 

jumped ahead of Steve and Garry at turn 1 and had a 

handy gap for first half of the race.  As Steve and Garry 

became more comfortable with the wet conditions they 

began to close the gap and mid-way through the race 

Alex lost his comfortable lead spinning at turn 1 

dropping him to 4th leaving Garry and Steve and driving 

a very controlled race. Garry managed to maintain the 

gap taking the win. 

Race 2 had Garry Hook on pole Steve Butcher beside him with Alex 3rd. The front row made a better start this 

time and had a comfortable gap over Alex in 3rd followed by David Hedemann and Brady Nicholls not far 

behind matching the leaders pace early on. As the race continued the three at the front picked up the pace 

and Garry and Steve began swapping positions allowing Alex to close the gap making a close three way battle 

to the finish with Alex setting the fastest lap of the race.  Steve got the better of Garry  with Alex passing David 

in the closing stages to claim  3rd.  Brady dropped out of the battle for 4th spinning at turn 2 dropping him 

back to 7th. 

 

 

Weekend Pictures  

Queensland Raceway was the venue for round 2 

FVAQ State Series. Steve Butcher made the journey 

from Sydney to get some practice for the upcoming 

Nationals Challenge. Steve hit the track and quickly 

with some great times and put the pressure on the 

Queensland drivers right from qualifying. 

Morning qualifying saw Steve 2 seconds clear of 

Garry Hook with Alex Hedemann 3rd and Scott 

Andrew close in behind in 4th.  With some damp 

weather adding to the weekend on Saturday and a 

fine clear day on Sunday, the weekend of contrasts 

delivered some great driving and some close battles 

right across the racing field. 

Sunday saw an early departure from Steve as he 

headed back to Sydney missing races 3 and 4. With 

some late setup changes to new rooky Jerry’s car for 

Race 3, his times dropped and he laid some 

impressive times for his second only meeting. 

Overall credit to Garry Hook, Alex Hedemann and 

Scott Andrew for taking the weekend 1,2 and 3 

respectively and thanks to all drivers and their crews 

participating.  

Points for the weekend 

Driver Total 

Garry Hook 112 

Alex Hedemann 100 

Scott Andrew 79 

David Hedemann 76 

Bruce Acheson 66 

Gerry Van de Pol 58 

Brady Nicholls 50 
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Sunday started with clear skies and no more 

rain forecast.   

Race 3 had Garry Hook on front row on his 

own as Steve Butcher departed back to 

Sydney due to work commitments. With a 

great start by all, Alex Hedemann, David 

Hedemann Scott Andrews all challenged 

Garry into the first corner.  The lead 

changed several times throughout the race 

with Garry Scott and Alex all having a turn at 

the front.  This battle continued to the end 

of the race with Alex winning from Garry 

and a close Scott 3rd over the line. Scott took  

full advantage of a slipstream to take the 

fastest lap of the race.  Further back in the 

field Brady Nicholls lost some time battling 

with  Bruce Acheson and Gerrit Van De Pol 

improving his lap times by 2 seconds. 

Race 4 had Alex and Garry on the front row 

and Scott and David behind them.  After a 

fairly even start, turn three saw some grief 

with some brake lockups on entry and 

contract between Brady and David both 

going off on to the causing a 3 lap clamp- 

down. David was able to re-join the race 

with Brady retiring with a bent steering arm 

and damaged pride. This separation and 

clampdown made it a race at the front 

between Garry and Alex.  As is the policy at 

QR, the 3 laps were added to the race distance. At the restart this pair battled to the end with Garry timing his 

final lap to perfection to take the win and the round. 

 

• Garry Hook 1st 

• Alex Hedemann 2nd 

• Scott Andrew 3rd. 

 

A special mention to a number of people that contributed to making this a great weekend for Formula Vee 

Queensland. Our many thanks to Ken Taylor for is participation as our DSO in the tower and his work in the 

pits over the weekend assisting many drivers with this cars and setup. Lou Taylor for her efforts running the 

lunchtime BBQ both Saturday and Sunday, also to Garry Hook for providing those delicious snags. A thankyou 

goes out to Steve Butcher for making the trip from Sydney to join us for the weekend,  we enjoyed having you 

with us both on and off the track, please come back again soon. 

Thanks to all those drivers, crews and partners for joining us Trackside and making this a fantastic weekend.   
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2019 Formula Vee National Challenge 

Queensland Raceway 14th & 15th September  
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Around the Pits – Tyre update 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       process to select the 

2020 tyre supplier to Formula Vee started in mid-

2018, with the Formula Vee Association of 

Australia National Technical Committee, led by 

National Technical Director Greg Hepburn, 

preparing a tender plan, and while this plan was 

based on previous tenders, it has been heavily 

improved. 

The main objective of the 2020 Formula Vee tyre 

tender is to find a tyre which can most adequately 

provide all Formula Vee competitors across every 

state of Australia the “best racing dollar 

possible”, with the tyre performance, purchase 

cost, life cycle (performance versus wear), and 

tyre supplier commitment, being the main 

criteria in what is a professionally, scientifically, 

and engineering based, tender process. 

In what has been the most extensive pre-

implementation due diligence process to find the 

optimum tyre in FVAA history, four different 

models of tyres from Dunlop, Hoosier, and 

Yokohama, will be tested in four different states 

by 20 different drivers, plus drivers who are 

“bedding in” any brand new sets of tyres on the 

day immediately before formal testing begins. 

After the final track test in WA, the NTC will carry 

out a tender assessment, which will then go to 

the BoM for ratification sometime around the 

middle of 2019. 

We will keep you updated on the progress of the 

evaluations as they proceed. 

 

The 
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The Racing Line – PART ONE 
 

                                             

                                        racing line is the quickest route to drive any corner – it has three 

stages, turn in, apex and exit which we’ll examine in detail.  This special two part article 

explains how to recognise the line, and drive any corner like a pro.  We hope you enjoy!! 

The racing line is the route a racing driver follows to take corners in the fastest possible way. 

By using all of the available space on the track, cars can travel in a straighter line and travel 

faster before reaching the limits of grip. Determining the best line is an essential skill to 

master. 

The racing line depends on the following factors: 

• Braking point 

• Turn in point 

• Apex 

• The position and direction of the next corner 

It is important to remember that there is rarely a perfect line through any corner for all 

circumstances. It depends on the characteristics of your car, your cornering strategy and the 

conditions. If you’re racing, you may also have to react to the position of other cars on the 

track. You should experiment with different lines and learn from instructors and the people 

who know the track best. 

 

Braking point 

How good are your brakes? How quickly can you 

reduce your speed from 180kph to 40? How does 

your car behave when the front wheels are locked? 

How brave are you feeling? All these factors 

determine your braking point. 

The main objective when braking before a corner is to 

slow down enough to clip the apex. Too fast and 

you’re likely to push wide. Too slow and you might 

need to accelerate mid-turn. Either way you won’t be going as quick as you can. 

It’s a sensible strategy to brake earlier when learning the track and getting familiar with 

your car, then progressively shorten the braking zone as your experience grows. The rule of 

thumb is to reduce your speed and be off the brakes before turning into the corner, 

although a slight brake pressure on entry can help to reduce understeer and provide a 

better turn in (trail braking). 

 

The 
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Figure 1: The geometric apex of a corner 

Turn-in point 

To get the line right, it is vital to turn in at the correct point. Leave it too late and you’ll miss 

the apex, too soon and you’ll have to tighten your line mid-corner. Get this right and you’ll 

have set yourself up for a good line. Remember that the apex may be further round the turn 

than you can see, so make sure you learn the track and the clipping points before driving in 

anger.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Apex 

The apex is the point at which you are 

closest to the  

inside of the corner, also referred to as the 

clipping point. Once you have hit the apex 

you should be able to reduce the steering 

lock, start increasing the throttle and focus 

on the exit. Determining the apex can be 

tricky at first but the guidelines below 

explain how to do it. 

There are two different types of apex, the 

geometrical apex and the racing apex. The 

geometric apex of a constant radius corner 

is the central point on the inside and this 

can also be the racing apex, depending on the context. This can be confusing and is 

determined by your cornering strategy. 

There are two main strategies for cornering: 

• Minimising the severity of the turn and carrying speed through the corner (great for 

less powerful cars or when driving in the rain) 

• Getting the power on early for a faster exit speed (great for powerful cars and when 

racing) 
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The geometric apex 

For carrying speed and 

minimising the turn severity. 

To carry maximum speed 

through a corner, you need 

to take the route that 

minimises the tightness of 

the corner arc. This 

minimises cornering force 

and frees up precious grip for 

maintaining speed. This 

route tends to use the 

geometric apex of the corner 

and is usually known as the 

classic racing line. In Diagram 

1, the turn illustrated is a 

constant radius 90 degree 

right hander and the 

geometric apex is exactly 

halfway around the corner. 

 

Advantages of the classic / traditional 

line: 

• Smooths out corners in the 

most efficient way 

• Maintains momentum (can be 

useful for low powered cars) 

• Reduces the chances of 

understeer or oversteer 

(especially helpful in the rain) 

• Preserves the life of tyres 

Disadvantages: 

• Not necessarily going to yield the fastest possible lap times 
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Late apex 

For getting the power on early. 

Oddly enough, carrying the highest average speed round corners may not actually be the 

quickest way around a track. If the corner leads onto a straight it can be better to take a late 

apex, straighten out the car and get the power on earlier for a high speed exit (Diagram 2). 

This is generally regarded as the best strategy for racing, with a slightly lower entry speed 

but a faster exit speed. The amount of grip available is the factor which determines how late 

you can brake and apex. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advantages of the modern racing line: 

• Increases the chances of a fast lap in a powerful car 

• Allows the power to be applied earlier 

• Maximises the use of any straights following the corner 

• Allows late braking 

Disadvantages: 

• May not be the fastest route in a low powered car 

• Places greater demand on the tyres 
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Common mistake: 

It’s very common for drivers to apex too early due to nerves about the approaching corner 

and eagerness to take the turn. The racing line apex which is often out of view at the point 

of turn in, or further round the corner than you expect (see Diagram 3 below). This is where 

experience and track knowledge come in. 
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Hairpins 

A hairpin is a corner which turns about 

180 degrees. In this case, the apex for the 

racing line is about three quarters of the 

way around the bend (see Diagram 4). A 

useful guide is that halfway through the 

turn you should be roughly in the middle 

of the track. 

 

 

 

The position of the next corner 

The position and direction of the 

next corner also affects the 

choice of line. For example, if the 

next bend is a left hander you’ll 

need to move over to the right 

hand side of the track, and thus 

will need to apex later and take a 

tighter, slower line. However if 

the next corner is another right 

hander a wider faster arc can be 

used (see Diagram 5). 

 

 

Next issue we will explore sections of a corner including  Acceleration zone, Pedal transition, 

Braking zone, Gear change, Turn-in point, Neutral throttle , Apex point, Acceleration and Full 

power. 
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Morgan Park 

29/30 June 2019 

Entries OPEN  

 

Queensland State Championship Round   

ROUND 3 
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Calendar and Points 
FVAQ 2019 Calendar 

With rounds one and two complete we are looking down the barrel of round 3. We are see 

an ultra-competitive session with everything up for grabs. Can anyone stop young gun Alex 

Hedemann in his quest for the Championship?. Will we see some former champions return 

to upset the points?. Will factories make enough chrome polish to keep Bruce’s car shiny?  

Everything is up for the taking!! 

  The FVAQ has a number of trophies up for grabs in 2019 including 

• CAMs Champion (1st, 2nd and 3rd) 

• Club Champion (1st, 2nd and 3rd) 

• Ayrton Senna Trophy – Most Pole Positions  

• Rookie of the Year Trophy – best rookie driver 

• Most Improved Trophy – driver most improved throughout the year 

• Club Person of the Year – person that goes above and beyond for the club 

 

Calendar of Events  

• Rnd 1 CAMS Queensland State Championship Round 1 Morgan Park 30/31 March 

• Rnd 2 QRDC Round 2 QR 4/5 May 

• Rnd 3 Queensland State Championship Round 2 Morgan Park 29/30 June 

• Rnd 4 Lakeside Classic (date moved forward) Lakeside Park 20/21 July 

• Rnd 5 Queensland State Championship Round 3 Morgan Park 27/29 Sep 

• Rnd 6 2019 Formula Vee National Challenge  
• Rnd 7 Queensland State Championship Round 1 Morgan Park 2/3 Nov 

 

Overall Points after Round 2 

2019 FVAQ Championship 
1 Garry Hook 192 

2 Alex Hedemann 183 

3 David Hedemann 148 

4 Scott Andrew 139 

5 Bruce Acheson 116 

6 Brady Nicholls 102 

7 Gerry Van de Pol 100 

8 Alan Don 39 

9 Neil Sivyer 36 

10 David Dumolo 11 

11 Clinton Leibinger 0 

12 Curtis Porter 0 

13 Greg Wood 0 
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So I decided to buy a Formula Vee 
 

Number one thing to do is join your local 

Formula Vee club, this costs around 

$100 and will connect you with all the 

people you need to help you with your 

potential purchase and transition you 

into to becoming a competitive racing 

driver. 

Simple technology in an affordable race 

car package. These deceptively quick 

open-wheelers combine a purpose built 

space-frame steel chassis powered by a 

1200cc or 1600cc air-cooled Volkswagen (VW) Boxer engine. Driving a 4-speed Volkswagen 

trans-axle (gearbox and differential in one), VW components are also utilised for brakes and 

in front and rear suspension. Designed for low ongoing running costs, the VW components 

are reliable, locally available and easy to maintain – ensuring a formula Vee is an affordable 

category for everyone. 

 

Formula Vee’s come in 1200 and 1600 models, here 

in Queensland 1600 model is more popular.  The 

price of cars can range dramatically so it’s worth 

doing your homework and getting advice from your 

local formula Vee club before making that 

purchase.  

Typical car prices are: 

• New factory Car $30,000 and up 

• Second hand range from as little a $6,000 up 

depending on spares included and if a trailer comes 

with the car. 

If you are looking for a second hand car, you might 

want to contact your local club to see what’s for 

sale in State or check out a number of websites 

being www.fvaa.com.au or www.my105.com 

 

 

http://www.fvaa.com.au/
http://www.my105.com/
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For note, cheap cars can be expensive. If you buy a seemly cheap car then need to rebuild 

the engine, gearbox plus update some chassis parts, you may find you could have paid a 

little more for a much better car.  This is not to say there are not some great deals to be 

had, just do your homework. When buying a care, don’t expect a test drive. You maybe able 

to talk with the seller and organise a test session but expect if you are able to do this there 

will be some cost involved. Its best to discuss directly with the seller. 

There are some basic things to add to the checklist: 

• Check to see if the car has a current logbook.  

• Check to see if the car has current engine and gearbox seals and sealing sheets. 

• Have a general look at its general condition.   

• Ask who maintains the car.   

• Does the car have a trailer and does it comply with State regulations. 

• Most important, If this is your first involvement with Formula Vee, make sure you 

contact your local club and organise someone to help you with the process and 

checks. 
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On top of your car purchase, you need to think about 

other upfront costs such as a race suit, boots and gloves 

as well as helmet and Hans device. These can all be 

purchased from your local racing shop, just make sure 

that you buy equipment that is compliant with the 

required regulations. 

You will need a valid Racing licence before hitting the 

track, here in Queensland we race at three different 

tracks so drivers require two separate racing licences. 

First will be your CAMS licences and the second being 

your Racers Licence. The CAMs license is around $500 

per year and may require a medical to be conducted. 

The races license is around $50 per year if you have a 

valid CAMS licence. Your local Club can help you with 

the process. 

Car – Running Costs 

• Race meeting cost around $350 to enter for the weekend 

• Practice on Friday before costs around $80-120 for the day (OPTIONAL) 

• Many drivers just use a quick-shade at the track but if you want a garage, budget $70 

-200 a weekend.   

• Race preparation – time if you can do it yourself. If you outsource, budget perhaps 

$250 dollars plus parts if required.   

• You can camp at the tracks but if you prefer a bit more luxury, you may want to see 

what accommodation is available at the tracks. 

Car – Maintenance 

There are ongoing running costs: 

• Tyres are around $1,000 a set, you will need at least one set for the season but many 

drivers may use two sets throughout the year. 

• Engines and gearboxes are usually pretty reliable but you’d expect to budget for an 

engine and gearbox rebuild every couple of years.  This can cost $5,000 or more 

depending what you have done and parts needed. 

Join your local club and get some advice and help when buying a car, this will make you 

have a great experience getting into Formula Vee. 
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Pack up  
Well we don’t have long to our third Queensland meeting and I do hope you are as excited 

as I am. I think we are going to have a great year of racing ahead and for sure there will be a 

few drivers looking to get hold of the championship.  

 

Thanks to everyone for attending race two and looking forward to see you at race three. 

 

 

Until the next issue  

 

Take Care and Drive Safe and see you TRACKSIDE 

The FVAQ Team 

FVAQ Contact 

formulaveeqld@gmail.com 

FVAQ Website  

http://www.fvaq.org.au/ 

FVAQ Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/FormulaVeeQueensland/ 

 

 

mailto:formulaveeqld@gmail.com
http://www.fvaq.org.au/
https://www.facebook.com/FormulaVeeQueensland/

